
the leader in low-impact  
landscape maintenance strategies

LOS ANGELES, Calif. – The 
American Green Zone 
Alliance (AGZA) is pleased 
to announce EGO as the 
first ever outdoor power 

equipment platform to earn 
AGZA Field Test Certification 

(AFTC) in both the Residential and 
Commercial battery powered segments. 
The EGO 56 Volt Power+ and the EGO 56 
Volt Commercial Series assortments both 
attained this stringent certification.

EGO first appeared on AGZA’s radar five years ago as it 
burst on the scene as a popular tool line for many California 
communities participating in Air District gas-for-electric 
exchange programs. What made EGO so popular with these 
communities were the exceptional purchaser reviews and top 
ratings from Consumer Reports.

The EGO Power+ platform, although originally designed for 
residential use, has proven to be a popular choice for AGZA 
Commercial Certified Service Pros nationwide.  “This testing 
by AGZA has taken over four years,  placing EGO tools and 
batteries in torturous maintenance settings that involve extreme 
temperatures, battery abuse, and robust use with our most 
unforgiving high volume gardening crews in Southern California 
where maintenance never takes a break due to the mild 
weather,” said Jeff Keenan, AGZA’s field testing coordinator.  

One clear example of EGO being used in commercial settings 
is at AGZA’s soon to be first Green Zone Certified School 
District in Antelope Valley CA which is made up of fifteen 
campuses covering over one hundred and twenty acres of 
serviceable property. 

SOME QUICK BACKGROUND ON EGO: 
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EGO COMMERCIAL SERIES BACKSTORY:
EGO introduced its 56 Volt Commercial Series 
lineup to the US market last year after launching 
in Europe in early 2018. AGZA has had in its 
possession full sets of EGO 56V Commercial tools 
long before its release to the US market. EGO 
wanted to get a real life read of the tools and asked 
to be placed with AGZA for AFTC. The platform 
went through the same paces that all of AGZA’s 
tool platforms are required to go through.  

AGZA’s primary concern is safety, followed by 
durability and reliability. “Of course folks have 
different ergonomic preferences, even aesthetic 
preferences. We are looking for tools that can 
shoulder the burden of operating in our AGZA 
Certified Green Zones for years, not months, where no gas equipment is allowed for routine 
maintenance,” said Dan Mabe President of the American Green Zone Alliance. 

AGZA Green Zones are scalable transitional certification models proven to slash hourly operational 
costs, reduce noise levels, and greatly reduce smog-forming emissions, toxic particulate matter, 
and greenhouse gasses from grounds maintenance operations. 

“The entire EGO team is honored to earn field test certification from the American Green Zone 
Alliance. We have worked hard to develop products that deliver the power and performance 
associated with conventional gas-powered equipment but without the noise, fuss and fumes. 
What sets AGZA apart is their ability to test both performance and long-term durability required 
by professionals. EGO is proud to be the first brand they have certified for both residential and 
commercial applications,” said Joe Turoff, Chief Marketing Officer at Chervon, the parent company 
of EGO.   
 
EGO POWER PLUS AND EGO COMMERCIAL SERIES PLATFORMS ARE AFTC APPROVED:
The complete EGO Power Plus platform of tools including EGO’s 56 Volt Commercial Series have 
undergone the AGZA Field Test Certification (AFTC) process. Testing starting as far back as five 
years ago. Products such as snow throwers and back up battery power systems are not currently 
included in the AFTC process for any manufacturer.  EGO and any other AFTC manufacturer who 
releases a new product are required to provide samples for AGZA to test. As long as battery 
voltages and compatibility have not changed and new tools can “interface” with the original 
platform, AFTC status does not change.

EGO ATTRIBUTES
EGO outdoor power equipment has proven to have exceptional power for their intended use and 
application. EGO also scored high with dependability and ease of use. A particular strength of EGO 
tool platforms lies in their battery construction and design. AGZA found EGO batteries rate highest 
for abuse tolerance.  Please visit www.egopowerplus.com to learn more about AGZA battery 
torture testing for EGO.   

There are only a handful of manufacturers that have reached the level of EGO residential and 
commercial battery powered platforms.  AGZA’s mission is to rigorously test each such platform 
to help the consumer get to the truth as to which lines are worthy of choice. Consumers have so 
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much thrown at them by marketing companies that sell tools.  AGZA acknowledges that what 
sets EGO apart from most is that it is an engineering company selling tools.  Sales, customer 
satisfaction, and positive feedback from professionals all over the world validate EGO’s dedication 
to provide a premium product that will help replace gas tools where workload permits and 
budgets allow.  EGO advantages include:

• Innovative ARC™ Lithium Battery Technology featuring Keep Cool™ Cell Technology for use in 
extreme heat conditions

• All tools and batteries are IPX4 rated for water and weather resistance and the Commercial 
Series Backpack Battery achieves the very stringent IPX56 rating

• All tools and batteries are 100% backwards compatible

• High powered digital brushless motors

• Peak Power Technology™ leverages the power of more than one battery at a time for 
enhanced power output and efficiency.  Peak Power Technology is currently available on EGO 
snowblowers and the Dualport Mower.

EGO has committed to joining other AFTC tool platforms to support AGZA Green Zone® education 
and certification programs for sustainable grounds maintenance.  EGO wants to improve the lives 
of people making better tools thereby helping to create a better world.  A supportive relationship 
will help EGO and AGZA continue to transition communities to lower noise and cleaner air.

“AGZA cannot stress enough that our value and credibility depend on our voice remaining 
absolutely independent. We test and vet tools from manufacturers who recognize the value of our 
field certification, then provide this information to professional crews in commercial, municipal, 
and academic settings. We insist on the most candid feedback from operators — both positive and 
negative. That’s our only guide in determining which brands and tools are truly viable to replace 
gas machines in large-scale electric operations.”

ABOUT AMERICAN GREEN ZONE ALLIANCE
For a decade as the global leader in zero-emission sustainable grounds maintenance 
strategies, AGZA has been advocating for and supporting the transition from gas to 
electric operations at schools, universities, sports facilities, golf courses, HOAs, retirement 
communities, hospitals, hotels, and entire cities. AGZA’s groundbreaking certification 
programs create and verify AGZA Green Zones®, and educate and certify AGZA Service 
Professionals. AGZA education and operational certification courses are provided by our 
non-profit partner Quiet Communities, www.quietcommunities.org
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